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 floor late 90s early 00s it is possible to find a discography for those tags...all you have to do is type in 'discography' or
'discography 1990 2009' in the search box in the top right hand corner of this page to bring up all of the results... the following

tag searches are possible: the discographies of the artists...any tag that has a discography can be searched for here... when
searching for the discography of an artist, you can search all of the tags...remember that you can search for tags using the tag

name or the tag slug...for example, a search for 'dance' in the search box in the top right hand corner of this page will bring up
all of the results...Froch snatches Lomachenko’s WBA belt Carl Froch celebrated the final fight of his Hall of Fame career by

snatching the WBA super-bantamweight title from Ukrainian challenger Sergey “Chess Boy” Lomachenko. Froch (41-8-0)
retained the belt he won from Lomachenko in March 2013, with the judges awarding the defending champion a unanimous
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points victory in a 12-round contest. The former World and European champion retained his unbeaten record and ended
Lomachenko’s bid to become a three-time world champion at the final stage. Froch, 37, now has his eyes on a potential rematch
with WBC light-welterweight champion Saul Alvarez, who could make his ring return as early as this autumn. Alvarez, who was

crowned champion in May after the WBC stripped Andre Dirrell of their crown, is due to make his next defence against
American Mikey Garcia in July. The pair were due to box in May but the WBC postponed the fight after a row over the weight
of Alvarez’s bout with Dirrell, who fought at 126lbs. "I’m just happy to be able to finish the day and I’m just elated to have been
able to defend my world title. I think this is the best win of my career. “This is a gold-medal moment for me. When I went into
this fight I had no desire to go past four fights in one year. This is my last fight and I’ve done what I came to do. “ 82157476af
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